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Greetings to all of our Satanic Warriors,

In  this  schedule,  we  will  be  making  sure  to  lay  the  framework  for  further  and
stronger attacks. The enemy has been getting it with the Final RTR, and this is very
good news. It will do what it promises by erasing everything. Their reactions are
observable to this. The enemy reacts because they are damaged.

Those who understand, do also know, that unlike many Gentiles who scoff it out,
and pretend "none of this spiritual stuff matters", jews take all of this very seriously.
Sadly  so,  jews,  especially  those who are  "In  the  Know"  do  take  this  far  more
seriously than literally billions of Gentiles. 

Lately, everyone must have observed, there is an increasing reaction by the enemy.
That is normal, and they are going to do this regardless of everything. More-so than
ever, right now, where their influence is dwindling. The enemy is also carefully and
meticulously reading and informing themselves of the plans of their enemies, for
reasons that are obvious.

In order to finish off specific things that are to cause major and breaking damage to
the enemy, we have to make sure that everything we have done before, is fortified,
running, and is in effect. We will focus on what is important for right now and holds
the most influence and power. Some of it has to do with current, ongoing events,
which are very serious, such as the US elections.

The enemy does the same thing every so often, re-doing things they have done
before, to lay framework for things they plan to do in the future. We have been
doing this heavily before. The more open the line, and as the FRTR is applied, this
will make all of this easier. 

The enemy has also fought to adjust to the methods and techniques that have been
used. Reason being that many people do not understand the importance of silence,
or general tactics of war, one doesn't have to be brief. It would be better if some
people understood what silence meant. 

While the enemy wages war intelligently, and for a very long period of time, some
people here complain they aren't gone in 2 years. The enemy has been doing their
repeated attacks for 100, 200, or 2000 years. Effects observed within as low as 2
years,  should  make  one  elated  if  anything  else.  And  motivated  to  keep  going.

Unlike many Gentiles who sit their asses all day watching TV and doing all sorts of
worthless things and only these [fun is of course part of Satanism, but we can't
become slaves like these people are] there are people of the enemy who are very
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serious in their pursuits, in curses, and in doing whatever is necessary to subvert
anything. Some of them go as far as to sit for hours on end daily just to curse
everyone. They understand the matter of all this is very important. 

As many of you here know the full story about them, one must take it - within their
limits and capacities – seriously.

Below there is a New Schedule that is being posted. During this schedule we will
"re-patch" some important RTR's that have been done before, while opening and
closing with the Final RTR. 

This schedule will  "fill  in" any potential loop-holes or re-do any rituals that have
been bound and/or removed by the enemy, so we can move on to more powerful
things with a firm foundation and knowing certainly everything is at place.

Lastly, as the enemy lurks in the forums, and they read anything, everyone must
practice  smarts  and  silence.  Many  of  you  can  see  things  and  can  understand
things, be it for the warfare, or because you do the Rituals and you see specific
things. Sharing these with the enemy can be highly problematic.  This is all  that
should be stated here.

It is important also to read below because this foundation will be most important for
the  advanced  Rituals  that  will  come  after  this  rehash  is  completed.

_________________________________

How to do the FRTR in a more advanced manner to comply with the schedule
requirements:

First of all, all  of this, is to be done in regards to the already set TIMER for the
RTR's. Every 2 hours, hundreds or thousands of us, will launch an attack at the
same time. The timer guarantees this is done in a wave. 

Before doing the Rituals given here, it would be nice, to do these either at the end
of your meditation session, or after raising your energy by doing meditation, such
as the SATANAS meditation, Yoga, or Breathing Exercises.

Important in this is that one must have the INTENTION, that the First Final RTR
"opens up" for the RTR's that will be applied later. 
The last FRTR, should have the INTENTION, that this "seals the deal".

Do not take the above simply. It is very important in principle.

The last FRTR, should have the INTENTION, that this "seals the deal". Due to the
nature of the Final Torah Ritual, your intentions matter a lot while doing it. Another
situation that is important, is your VISUALIZATION, and your FEELINGS after the
ritual.  



If necessary, or if you can't focus your mind in this way, you can affirm, before you
do the first Final RTR, you must focus your mind in the intention that it "opens the
way" for the rituals that will be doing else - that aside wrecking the usual havoc and
destroying the enemy. The last FRTR, "Closes the way". 

In the first ritual, you must see these letters decaying, dying, and their influence
dwindling - which results in the enemy being defenceless against the attack you will
heap on  them later.  Then,  we will  "re-patch"  the  RTR's  we have  done  before,
powerfully so. The MEANING and INTENTION of these rituals has to be strongly
intended - be creative here with visualization. An example here is, you imagine the
earth is resonating with Satan's Sigil and what we just affirmed in the second Ritual.

After this, In the last ritual Final Reverse Ritual, you must feel it strongly, that when
you blot out the letters, these influences dwindle, die off, and disappear entirely.

In the SECOND FRTR, after this is done, you must feel it strongly and intend it [and
you can include any visualization that you want here] that the enemy is completely
overtaken by what one just did, or in short, the other RTR's. After this is done, one
closes their  mind completely,  and you can go do whatever physical  you want.  

Just  doing  these  robotically  and  without  caring  and/or  having  anger,  while  still
effective, could be more effective. Emotions such as HATE, or focus and intention
can expand on this power, and knowing with deep reassurance, you are striking
them really  hard.  Visualization,  affirmation,  and focusing the mind is  necessary.
Those who are past intermediary level should already know these and apply these.

Overall the above is simple. Everyone here has to adjust to this, as in the future,
even heavier artillery that will be used, will depend on what everyone applies right
now. When the above is done sufficiently, you will notice that your FRTR has far
more influence than by "simply doing it". 

The Rituals here must be done in that order, for maximum effectiveness. These are
as always planetarily aligned for maximum potency. With the enemy weakened by
the FRTR, these should fly in like rockets.

Lastly, the MOST important factor is that you adjust yourself in doing visualization
and intention for the Ritual, because the next upcoming very serious Rituals [more
advanced than these], will heavily depend on this ability. Everyone has to become
strongly competent in this NOW.

After  this  schedule is  over,  there will  be  a  resting/blessing  period  for  everyone
involved, before other more important things.

__________________________

IMPORTANT NOTES:



*The Rituals below can be spaced in your day. For example, FRTR in the morning,
the other RTR's in midday, FRTR closing everything in the Afternoon. The best way
to do this, however, is in one sitting instead.

*The Non Final RTR's need to be done only once everyday, and it should suffice. 

*IMPORTANT: IF ONE DOES NOT HAVE TIME FOR ALL THE RITUALS, ONE
MUST PRIORITIZE THE FINAL RTR ONLY.

*If you want to add extra repetitions, you should add them to the Final RTR instead.
For example, x18 Final RTR, then once all the other rituals, then x18 Final RTR.

*If you feel overburdened by the many repetitions, all repetitions can be as low as 3
for everything. For example,  all  letters reversed 3 times, affirmations all  done 3
times, and repeated verses reversed 3 times. This is the bare minimum for this.
One can also repeat this procedure through their day, such as for example, 3 times.

__________________________

The Ritual Schedule:

16. FRTR, Reversing the Curse Upon the Serpent RTR, Serpent is Free RTR, 
Serpent is Empowered RTR, FRTR
17. FRTR, Reversing the Curse Upon the Serpent RTR, Serpent is Free RTR, 
Serpent is Empowered RTR, FRTR
18. FRTR, Reversing the Curse Upon the Serpent RTR, Serpent is Free RTR, 
Serpent is Empowered RTR, FRTR
19. FRTR, Right To Rule Nations RTR, Ending Confusion RTR, Communications 
RTR, FRTR.
20. FRTR, Right To Rule Nations RTR, Ending Confusion RTR, Communications 
RTR, FRTR.
21. FRTR, Right To Rule Nations RTR, Ending Confusion RTR, Communications 
RTR, FRTR.
22. FRTR, Right To Rule Nations RTR, Ending Confusion RTR, Communications 
RTR, FRTR.
23. FRTR, Reverse Shema RTR, 42 Letter Name Reversal, Disarming The Enemy 
RTR, FRTR
24. FRTR, Reverse Shema RTR, 42 Letter Name Reversal, Disarming The Enemy 
RTR, FRTR
25. FRTR, Reverse Shema RTR, 42 Letter Name Reversal, Disarming The Enemy 
RTR, FRTR
26. FRTR, 72 Letter Name RTR, FRTR
27. FRTR, 72 Letter Name RTR, FRTR
28. FRTR, 72 Letter Name RTR, FRTR
29. FRTR, 72 Letter Name RTR, FRTR
30. FRTR, Curse Israel RTR, Reverse Blood Sacrifice RTR, Goat RTR, FRTR



1. FRTR, Curse Israel RTR, Reverse Blood Sacrifice RTR, Goat RTR, FRTR
2. FRTR, Curse Israel RTR, Reverse Blood Sacrifice RTR, Goat RTR, FRTR
3. FRTR, Reversing the Curse Upon the Serpent RTR, Serpent is Free RTR, 
Serpent is Empowered RTR, FRTR
4. FRTR, Reversing the Curse Upon the Serpent RTR, Serpent is Free RTR, 
Serpent is Empowered RTR, FRTR
5. FRTR, Reversing the Curse Upon the Serpent RTR, Serpent is Free RTR, 
Serpent is Empowered RTR, FRTR

Links to the RTR's:

Reversing the Curse Upon The Serpent RTR : 
https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Reverse314Ritual.htm
Serpent is Free RTR : https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Reverse324Ritual.htm
Serpent Empowerement RTR: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/E712.html

Right To Rule Nations RTR: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/D724.htm
Disarming The Enemy RTR: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/I5417.htm
Ending Confusion RTR: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/D723Ritual.htm
Communications RTR: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/11_9_Ritual.html

Reverse Shema RTR: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Reve ... Prayer.htm
72 Letter Name RTR: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/72_S ... Names.html
42 Letter Name RTR: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Ritual_42.html

Curse Israel RTR: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Curs ... Ritual.htm
Reverse Blood Sacrifice RTR: 
https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Reverse195Ritual.htm
Goat RTR: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Lev_16_22.htm
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